Orange Grove Quilters Guild

Volume 35 #10

Next Meeting: October

11, 2017

OCTOBER 2017

Doors Open at 8:30—Meeting Starts at 9:30
At Garden Grove Elks Lodge
Snacks: A—G

Speaker:
Topic:

No Time to Sew

Workshop: Millefiore

Our October guest is one of our members, Cathy
Van Bruggen. Cathy is well known for her
botanically correct appliqué, featuring flowers,
birds, and woodland creatures. She is now also
teaching English Paper Piecing, in a Millefiore
Pattern.
She will have a 12-month program available for all that get “hooked” on the
fabulous patterns you can create with your fabrics. Cathy has a lifetime of
sewing experience, both as a homemaker and in the garment industry. Please
join us in October and see what’s new with Cathy.
Garden Grove Elks Lodge
11551 Trask Avenue, Garden Grove
P.O. Box 453, Garden Grove, CA 92842 -0453

Www.OrangeGroveQuiltersGuild.com
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President’s Message . . .
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Wow…there are now more than 300 of us!!! Can you believe it? I have no idea where we would stand nationally in terms of total membership, but we have to be up there in the top percentages. So I asked myself why is
that? Of course, some practical reasons come to mind: we are the only day-time act around. Most Guilds meet
in the evening, when most of us are sitting around in our slippers, right?
Aside from that, I can add some reasons that have to do with who we are and what we do:
1. We are a very friendly bunch of people. We welcome newcomers with lovely packages that Mary Burger

assembles which include a carry bag embroidered with our name, a personalized name tag courtesy of Mary
Stockard, and a customized tour around the perimeter of the room where all the action happens at break time,
courtesy of Marilyn Pond.
2. We put on a good show most of the time! Our speakers are usually very well-known and come from a

variety of quilting traditions so there is variety. We usually get a belly laugh or two from our speakers and then
get an extraordinary day of learning with the workshop that follows our meeting.
3. We are a bargain. Where else can you belong to a group as large and useful as ours for just $25 a year?

(The large Guild south of us charges $40!) Nowhere!! (Sneaky reminder that renewals start in October!) I
would venture a guess that we are the biggest Guild bargain in the region. And the workshops? Now THERE’S
a huge bargain! The same teachers who get $100 or more at regional quilt shows are here for a full day workshop for just $35. While we hope to break even on these workshops, we do not worry if we don’t, because our
fundraisers are designed to pick up any slack and ensure that we can afford the fine instructors a Guild like
ours deserves. One of those fundraisers, the Opportunity Quilt, has already exceeded its goal of $3000! And
there are a few more months to go! (Way to go Pam Boozan!)
4. Many volunteers make things hum. I marvel over the time and energy that our members put forth to

make everything come together. It may look simple to those who are not part of our inner workings, but there
are lot of people cooperating and stepping up to make things hum along. Volunteer officers and committee
chairs are taking care of things like meeting setup and teacher hospitality, smooth workshops, successful fundraising events like the Home Tour, bargain purchasing through fabric and trims, communication efforts like the
newsletter and the website, handling prizes and monthly meeting activities like books and magazines, raffles,
and the block exchange, keeping track of all those sales -- cash, credit card charges, and bill paying, and even
feeding us at every meeting.
Thanks for being part of a growing and successful Guild! I am so proud to hang out with all 300 of you!
Xoxo
Gayle Wayne
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Over the Top Award
The Wise Little Owl Goes to Bonnie Lippincott

Over the top and then higher describes the efforts of Bonnie Lippincott who was September’s winner of
the outstanding member contribution award given by President Gayle.
“Bonnie is always out there doing what we need to get done, and that has been a long list,” Gayle told
everyone. “She has been our president, is presently our secretary, has been the force behind our birthday
party, with the pin she designed and quilt she put together. She volunteered on the Tour committee, and
is in line to help with the quilt show.”
Not only was the 35th birthday quilt lovely to look at with great workmanship, it was full of pictures, and
set up creatively to attract the attention that made it a money -maker too! She sold extra tickets and people were lined up to get them. Wonderful quilting on that quilt was completed by Cecilia Hosford, and
Bonnie says she got lots of help from Janet Haynes in the final sewing.
So where did she get the time to completely rethink and then redo the website? We can’t say, but we
hope you will go take a look at it, because it has been completely remodeled to be user friendly and full of
the information members need to be able to answer their own questions. If you haven’t visited yet, go to
orangegrovequiltersguild.com and click around. You will agree that, like Bonnie, it is just “Over the Top.”
We hope she knows how much she is appreciated.

DISPATCHER
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Orange Grove Quilters Guild 35-year Anniversary Quilt

I want to thank the 94 (!) Guild members that made a block for this quilt. It turned out
wonderful!
With the help of Janet Haynes, we spent two days putting this quilt together. It was a labor of
love on our part. It was so much fun laying out the blocks on her bed. Thank you, Janet, for
your help and thank you for the wonderful lunches you made to keep us going.
The first day we just randomly laid them out, thinking we would rearrange them when we were
done. You know there is always some block that shouldn’t go next to another one. Nope, all the
colors worked together! Random worked! We sewed them together in fours, not worrying about
the quarter inch seams, just making sure the points matched!
The second day I had decided on the pictures and printed them out. Those blocks were fitted in.
Again, randomly. We had to un-sew a few of the “four blocks” we had sewn since we didn’t
want the photos to be in groups. I would have loved to include more pictures, but the quilt
would have just been too big.
Speaking of those photos . . . printing on fabric can be a trial. I have done it quite a bit, but
sometimes the directions for each manufacturer can be a little vague. I usually use one brand,
print them out and peel off the paper when I am ready to use them. This time I had a different
brand. I did the same thing. But when Janet and I went to peel off the paper, well let’s just say
that we learned that they were water safe! We ended up soaking them in water and scrubbing
the paper off! I later printed the two larger blocks and took off the paper immediately with an
iron handy to keep the “glue” soft and peel-able. Lesson learned.
We also had a semi-disaster, I was using Janet’s iron and it decided it had enough! Smoke
started coming out of it and I ended up scorching two blocks! We soaked them in some
Oxyclean. That helped. But I also soaked them overnight in Restoration. I use that for the old
linens that I collect. It worked perfectly and saved those two blocks. We could have had them
resigned by the two ladies but it wasn’t necessary.
When the top was finished, I took it to Cecilia Hosford, who did a beautiful job of quilting circles
on it. We thought that would be a great “foil” for all the squares.
Anyone that made a block was entered into the drawing to win it. We also sold more tickets to
those members. Lee Milligan won the quilt. She was thrilled with her win and remarked that she
had to show her husband because she NEVER wins anything. That’s the best part of this quilt,
we knew that a guild member would win it!
Thanks again to all the guild member that made this such a wonderful quilt!
Bonnie Lippincott
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Joyce Marie Berry
March 16, 1960 - August 26, 2017

Joyce resided in Cypress, CA with her husband, Steve, her daughter Cinthia, her
son-in-law, Jason, and her grandson, Corey. She was a fighter, never wanting to burden
anybody with her battles with Type 1 diabetes and recovery from breast cancer in 2009.
Joyce lived life to the fullest. She loved quilting and even though she could not sew
a straight line, she still did what she could to make quilts, pillowcases, etc. for others. She
was a treasure to know and will be missed. Heaven gained another angel.
-Barbara Mead

Orange Grove Quilters Guild has made a donation to
American Study Group in Joyce’s honor.

Joyce with Bonnie Hunter
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WORKSHOPS
October 12th
Millefiore
WITH

Cathy Van Bruggen

Our Guild will be hosting Cathy Van Bruggen. She will be teaching us Millefiore. It is an
English Paper Piecing Technique, using hexagon shaped fussy cutting pieces of fabric to
create a kaleidoscope look!
Additional openings are now available for the October 12th English paper piecing kaleidoscope workshop. Please contact Debi Hanna via email to register!

The workshop will be held at 5200 Blackpool in Westminster. The instruction begins
promptly at 9 a.m. and ends at 3 p.m. Doors to the room open at 8:15 a.m. giving
participants plenty of set-up time in order to be ready to begin the class on time.

Remember to bring your lunch, drinks and necessary supplies in order to enjoy your day
creatively sewing with quilting friends old and new.

Should you have any questions, please contact:
Workshop Chair: Debi Hanna, debihannaquilts@gmail.com
Workshop Assistant: Alice Davidson, grammee92@gmail.com
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BLOCK OF THE MONTH
COORDINATED BY CHERYL GUACCI AND PATTY THOMPSON 2017

Fall is here and over forty beautiful batik Maple Leaf blocks were submitted. Four member were the winners!
Congratulations quilters.
The block to be submitted at the October meeting is “Oh, My Pumpkin”. (See the September Newsletter for details.)
The November block of the month is called “A Dandy”. It’s a traditional and relatively simple block to be done in red,
white and blue. During this month of thanksgiving, let us show our gratitude for our beautiful, great and “dandy” country.
Prints or solids are okay. Use a good quality 100% cotton. Use a scant ¼” seam allowance. Upon completion your
block should measure 12 ½” square unfinished.
BLOCK CONSTRUCTION:
1. From the white background fabric, cut one 4 ½” square; four
rectangles 2 ½” x 4 ½”; and two 4 7/8” squares cut on the diagonal to equal four half-square triangles.
2. From the blue

fabric, cut four rectangles 2 ½” x 4 ½”.

3. From the red
fabric, cut two 4 7/8” squares on the
diagonal to equal four half-square triangle; and eight 2 ½”
squares. With a pencil, mark the diagonal on the wrong side of
each of the 2 ½” squares.
4. With right sides together, sew one white half-square triangle
to one red half-square triangle. Press the seam towards the red.
5. With right sides together, place a red square on the left corner
of a blue rectangle. Sew on the marked diagonal. Cut off the
excess, leaving ¼” seam allowance. Press the seam towards
the red triangle. Repeat with the right side of the rectangle so
unit looks like the diagram. Press the seam towards the red triangle. With right sides together, sew the white background rectangle along the blue side. Press the seam towards the blue. Make four.
6. Layout the completed units according to the diagram.
7. Piece the block by sewing the units into three rows. Press rows 1 and 3 seams to the left and row 2 seams to the
right.
8. Sew the rows together. Press the seams.
9. Give the block a final press. Be sure it measures 12 ½” unfinished. Bring this block to the November meeting.
If you need additional information for constructing this block, see Marcia Hohn’s website, The Quilter’s Cache: or,
www.quilterscache.com/A/ADandyBlock.html
HERE’S HOW IT WORKS…
Complete up to five blocks. Return the completed block(s) for this month to the Block-of-the-Month table at the meeting
and, for each block you make, your name is put into a drawing. Before the end of the meeting, one or more names will
be drawn and the winner(s) win the blocks to take home and use as you like. Happy Stitching!
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STACK ‘UM UP
ROLL ‘UM OUT
GET ‘UM DONE !!!
Total UFOs finished . . . 136
Due in October . . . #5
The October meeting is the last chance to turn in your finished UFOS. You have
all done a super job. Everyone is so proud of you. Don't stop now!
The drawing for prizes will be at the November meeting. Sign
ups for next year will start at the November meeting. Start
planning now !

Susan Derring

Donations of new or gently used items
are needed for the grab bags!
If you want them to continue . . .
Donate!
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In October, we will have three drawings. The theme, of course is
Halloween. Thank you Erin Greer for the great items.

These are the themes for the next few months:

November - Thanksgiving, Fall

December- Christmas, Winter

As you continue to recycle and downsize, please remember the baskets. Please consider
your gently used items (not only quilt related) for our baskets. For the final months of the
year, please keep in mind holiday items (Thanksgiving, Christmas ) that you no longer use
but are still useable would be appreciated.
Just a gentle reminder: make sure you deposit your tickets by the end of the break. Also,
as a courtesy to speakers, please purchase tickets before the meeting starts (I try to set
up approximately one hour before) and during the break. Thank you for your cooperation.
Many thanks to those of you who faithfully support our efforts by buying tickets and
donating items every month! You make our efforts worthwhile and our baskets successful!
Hoping to see you at our table and hope someday YOU will have a winning ticket!
Justine Gentile and Carol Logue
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SUSAN G. KOMEN FOR THE CURE
Thanks to everyone for supporting the effort on the wallhanging made by Darci
Bodin. It was won by Helen Murray.
Thanks, too, to Sue MacVicar for her donation on my behalf for the Race for the
Cure.
As always, my continued gratitude to all of you for your constant support.
Barbara Purks

OPPORTUNITY QUILT PROGRESS REPORT

We have reason to celebrate. This Opportunity Quilt is admired and desired by many. We
have met and surpassed our monetary goal of $3000 income from this fund -raising
effort. Our guild is doing wonderfully in paying for your tickets. We continue to be
available to you at the next General Meeting to accommodate your purchase and printing
needs. Don’t forget if you pay for $20 of tickets, a sheet of labels is made to your
personal specifications. Additional tickets are available if you want to increase your
chances.
The drawing for the winner, is December 6. Good luck everyone and don’t
forget to buy more tickets.
Pam Boozan
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Next sew day is October 5. Bring your sewing machine and sew up a kit or bring your own fabric and
sew. Or bring your rotary cutter and cut. OR bring your machine and work on one of the many sandwiches in need of quilting! Dessert will be provided.
The philanthropy quilts are never to be sold! Ever! Occasionally a beautiful quilt is given to us and is
used to raffle for money for the charity to which we gave it. This month we gave a lovely lavender/purple
twin sized quilt to Foster Care Auxiliary of Orange County. They give a scholarship package to a graduating teenager which includes one of our quilts. They only had one recipient this year, but in years past
have used as many as 3. So, if you find yourself with a twin sized quilt and no home think of these fine
folks.
Philanthropy is in need of bright fabrics. We have lots of novelty prints in kids’ primary colors but have
used all our bright blender/coordinating fabrics. We need primary reds, yellows, blues, and
greens. Fabrics should read as solids and be at list a quarter yard. Fat quarters do not work well for
most of our patterns.

Becky

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COUNCIL OF QUILT GUILDS
NEXT MEETING IS:
October 7, 2017
Meeting begins - 10:00
Topic: Out-of-the-box Fund-Raising Ideas
Hosted by Friendship Square Quit Guild
Location: La Habra United Methodist Church, 631 N. Euclid Ave., La Habra, CA
*Please email Marilyn Pond, if you plan to attend.
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QUILT SHOW 2018 – “STITCHES IN BLOOM”
July 21, 2018 and July 22, 2018

The “Stitches In Bloom” Quilt Show is looking like it will be a blockbuster, and we have only just begun.
Volunteering has enormous benefits. According to research, it enhances your personal satisfaction and
makes you happy. There are benefits such as better physical condition and mental health plus feeling
positive about yourself, appreciative of others and higher satisfaction with your life. Who wouldn’t want
that.? Now is you chance.
There are still critical positions on the planning committee. Please consider volunteering to help plan our
quilt show. You can work with a friend, and the guild will support you as they always do. If you are
interested, please email Pam Boozan at pboozan@aol.com and Jane Oglesby at
janeoglesby2@gmail.com. Include what you are interested in.
The next meeting is October 3, at 10:00 AM, at Jane Oglesby’s home. Address is in the book. We will
meet in the future on the fourth Tuesday of each month, alternating between Pam and Jane’s homes.
Here is a list of the positions, and names if we have already had volunteers.
VOLUNTEER POSITION

VOLUNTEER

Admissions/Ticket Sales

Nancy Post, Marilyn Pond

Pre-Sale Tickets

Nancy Post, Marilyn Pond

Facility Layout

Carol Logue, Marie Blash

Quilt Layout/Hanging of Quilts

Mary Stockard

Opportunity Baskets
Pictures

Nancy Post

Program/Flyers/Tickets, Computer Work

Bonnie Lippincott

Publicity/Advertising
Quilt Acquisition, Quilt Placards, and Database
Treasurer
Vendors

Marie Blash

Hospitality/Vendors & Volunteers

Christy Kolisnyk

Volunteer Coordinators

Justine Gentile

Boutique

Gayle Wayne

Quilt Challenge

Dolores Gilbert

Philanthropy Exhibit

See you soon.
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Congratulations
To
Cheryl Guacci
Her quilt appears in
Quilting Arts Magazine
October/November 2017

This is such a great guild! Thank you to the many guild members who
sent cards, good wishes, and yummy meals during my recent illness. I
may not be out of the woods yet, but knowing there are caring friends out
there really helps my spirits.
Glenda McNeil

OCTOBER begins Membership Renewal time.
Each year we ask each of you to complete a Membership form and turn it in along with your annual dues
of $25.00. The form is included in this month’s newsletter, available on the website, OrangeGroveQuiltersQuild.com on the forms tab, or at the membership table at Guild Meetings. Completed forms with
paid dues may be turned in at the membership table at Guild meetings or be mailed to the membership
chair, address listed at the bottom of the form. To be included in the 2018 Yearbook the form needs to
be returned ON or BEFORE the JANUARY GUILD MEETING. All current members receive a yearbook. They are given out at guild meetings. If you want to have a yearbook mailed to you, please include an extra $5.00 to pay for the mailing.
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September Winners!
Opportunity Baskets
Donna Ebnit and Jill Safranek

Door Prizes
Jenny’s: Eloise Stone
Piecemaker’s: Jody Burtch
Moore’s: Phyllis Derigo
Bears’s: Ruth Ann Laws
Piecemaker’s: Evan Garcia
Member Donation: Janet Haynes
Jenny’s: Nancy Post
Piecemaker Gift Certificate: Carolyn Mohanty
Bear’s: Sally Ketler
Orange Quilt Bee: Mary Bennett
M & L: Sally Kuck
Harmony Quilting: Lorelei Horan
Bear’s: Georgan Zieres
Orange Quilt Bee: Julia Ogawa
Piecemaker’s: Lois Gallagher
Piecemaker’s: Gloria Glatman
M & L: Debi Hanna
Member Donation: Sue Stanley
Member Donation: Charlotte Lonnee
Member Donation: Gail Norfolk
Mel’s: Justine Gentile
Apple of My Eye: Darlene Heath
Apple of My Eye: JoAnn Williams

Please Support Our Generous Donors!
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October 2

Elaine Ohgi

October 2

Joan Taylor

October 2

Trish Horton

October 5

Marsha Hendler

October 6
October 8
October 9

Doris North
Eva Jamar
Patricia McKenna

October 10
October 12

Vickie Leppo
Susanna Prentice

October 13 Lorraine Barksdale
October 14

Lois DeForest

October 15
October 17

Joan Hunt
Evangeline Garcia

October 17

JoAnn Gray

October 21

Helen Cawthon

October 23

Taffy Harper

October 27
October 31

Pamela Schoenbachler
Joan McMurry

See Karen to pick up your Birthday fat quarter!

